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Matthew 1:18-25 

 

 If you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to be a preacher or what it’s like to preach 

a sermon on a weekly basis, from my perspective sometimes the world around me seems 

like one big tag sale.  The things other people have forgotten about, the things other 

people don’t give a second thought to, the things other people choose to set aside or get 

rid of because they don’t have any more use for them…those are precisely the things I 

tend to sift through in order to find inspiration for a future sermon.  

 

 Just like running across an incredible bargain on the one thing you really need or 

want at a tag sale full of random looking stuff, there are potential hidden treasures 

everywhere.  Peculiar life tidbits laying around ready to be scooped up and recycled, 

reimagined or repurposed by a preacher.  Someone like me simply takes the time to 

examine the words and the stories and the illustrations and the thoughts and dreams most 

people don’t pay much attention to.   

 

 The other thing that’s interesting about being a preacher, at least in my mind, is 

you never know when inspiration is going to strike.  And sometimes that inspiration hits 

me at a place or at a time I hardly expect.   

 

 That exact scenario happened to me a week ago Friday.  Micaela, Hannah and 

Kristin made a plan to go to a movie and I decided to join them.  I wasn’t sure how I was 

going to feel about the movie, but I didn’t have any other plans that morning.  Plus, we 

went to the early bird show where the tickets were reasonably priced…so why not? 

 

 If you are a parent or a grandparent with young children or grandchildren, chances 

are good you know something about this movie.  And if you’ve gone to a store recently 

looking for Christmas toys or stuffed animals, I suspect you saw various merchandise 

from this movie everywhere you turned.  Given the box office numbers to date, I won’t 

be surprised if a number of you come through the line at the end of worship and tell me 

that you’ve seen the movie with your child or grandchild already.  Maybe more than once 

even.   

 

 The movie I saw a little over a week ago was “Frozen 2.”  And “Frozen 2” is the 

long awaited, blockbuster sequel to the original Disney movie, “Frozen”, which came out 

back in 2013.  In case you haven’t been properly brought up to speed yet, all the beloved 

characters from the original “Frozen” movie return in the sequel, highlighted by the five 

main personalities who are in the majority of the movie scenes.  The two sisters at the 

heart of the story, Anna and Elsa.  Their two sidekicks, mountain man, Kristoff, and his 

reindeer, Sven.  And the beloved, chatterbox snowman, Olaf.  

 

 In any case, I’m sitting there watching this movie on a recent Friday morning…a 

movie which turned out to be pretty entertaining, by the way.  And over the course of a 



movie that was almost two hours long, I heard a phrase repeated more than once.  The 

phrase was initially spoken in the movie by Pabbie, who is the eldest and wisest lead troll 

in the kingdom.  Later on, when the phrase was spoken a second time by Anna as she was 

busy searching for her sister, Elsa, my ears perked up.   And I thought to myself, “you 

know what?  That particular phrase would fit ideally into a sermon.”   

 

As a result here I’m standing in this pulpit nine days after I walked out of the 

theater, preaching about some words in an animated Disney movie where the last thing I 

expected to hear was material for today’s Christmas Sunday sermon.      

 

Without further delay, here are the words from the movie first offered as advice 

by the sage troll, Pabbie.  And then repeated later in the movie as a kind of self-

motivating mantra by Anna.  “When one can see no future, all one can do is the next right 

thing…”   

 

“When one can see no future, all one can do is the next right thing.”  In truth, 

those words could have come right out of Joseph’s mouth in Matthew’s Gospel version of 

the Christmas story… 

 

There is no way Joseph could have predicted how his engagement to Mary would 

unfold.  On the surface, everything seemed normal and traditional.  I suppose it’s possible 

Mary and Joseph met each other and dated for a time before deciding to get engaged.  Or 

more likely their relationship was pre-arranged in some way by their families or a 

matchmaker.  By the time plans were being finalized, however, presumably both Mary 

and Joseph were looking forward to the day of their wedding… 

 

Until the day Joseph discovered Mary was pregnant.  Sure, Mary made it clear to 

Joseph that the child in her womb was conceived by the Holy Spirit.  Undoubtedly, she 

herself was still in some degree of shock about carrying a child.  On the other hand, I 

suspect what Joseph mainly heard was the heartbreaking news that Mary’s child was not 

his.   

 

It’s safe to assume Joseph was not happy when he heard the news.  And Joseph 

could have made a public spectacle out of Mary’s dilemma.  Pregnancies out of wedlock 

were nothing short of scandalous back then.  But Joseph, being a righteous man with a 

moral compass, decided to dismiss Mary quietly.  To let Mary down gently and privately 

without any melodrama and to walk away with his own dignity and pride intact.   

 

Today’s Scripture lesson tells us Joseph had made up his mind.  But Joseph must 

have been wavering about his decision ever so slightly.  Or maybe when an angel appears 

to someone in their dreams, even decisions that seem set in stone are suddenly subject to 

change.  

 

The angel that showed up in the middle of Joseph’s dream offered divine 

reassurance.  “Joseph, son of David, do not be afraid to take Mary as your wife, for the 



child conceived in her is from the Holy Spirit.  She will bear a son, and you are to name 

him Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins.” 

 

I imagine this was the kind of startling, cold sweat, larger than life dream that 

woke Joseph up with a start.  And maybe Joseph had to spend a short time weighing his 

options again.  Or he woke up and immediately felt a brand new sense of conviction.  

Either way, Joseph deserves credit for listening to the angel.  And trusting the angel even 

when Mary’s pregnancy made no earthly sense.  

 

“When someone can see no future, all they can do is the next right thing…” 

 

Joseph proceeded to do what the angel commanded in his dream.  Whether Joseph 

still had his doubts over the remainder of Mary’s nine month pregnancy we will never 

know.  Whether Joseph had to put up with any sideways glances or judgmental questions 

or inappropriate gossip from people who heard the story of his relationship with Mary, 

Scripture never tells us.  We simply know Joseph did right by Mary.   

 

In fact, there are only two things in Matthew’s Christmas story we fully 

understand.  After the angel appeared to Joseph in a dream, Joseph took Mary as his wife.  

And when Mary’s pregnancy came to an end and she gave birth to God’s blessed child in 

her womb, Joseph named his newborn son, “Jesus…”     

 

As human beings, we long for a blueprint when it comes to our most momentous 

decisions…some reassurance that everything will turn out in the end the way we plan and 

hope and pray.  But you and I are rarely afforded that kind of certainty.  Far more often in 

life we cannot begin to see or predict or comprehend what will happen down the road.  

We don’t have any way to anticipate the potential dangers, the unforeseen pitfalls, the 

dire consequences, the annoying bumps along the way that might result from any given 

decision we make.  

 

In situations where you and I need to make really dramatic, life altering choices 

and decisions, faith tells each one of us to trust God.  More specifically than that, though, 

I think God invites us to follow the example of the people who came before us.  People 

like Joseph who had no idea what was going to happen in the future.  Still, he found it in 

his heart and spirit to do what God wanted him to do next.  Build a family with his wife, 

Mary and raise his newborn son, Jesus because it was the right thing to do…    

 

There are any number of faith-filled messages that help define and shape the 

Christmas season.  And sometimes those messages come from unlikely and unexpected 

places.  On this Christmas Sunday morning, whether you are an adult or a teenager or a 

child, I invite you to hold onto one of those unlikely, unexpected messages. And live by 

that message through this season and beyond.   

 

When the big picture is hard to visualize and the eventual outcome is uncertain, 

rather than getting too far ahead of ourselves, the best thing to do is focus on what’s 



directly in front of us.  And then proceed to do the next right thing.  And then the next 

right thing.  And then the next…  Amen.   

  

    

    


